
Sanitarium Puzzle Solutions File 
 

*spoilers below 
Only proceed if you want the answers to puzzles from the box! 

 
   



Locker Contents: 
 

Strange black and white message:  car unlock equals badge id numbers 
 
 
 
   



Car Unlock: 
 

Password is 0227348 
 
(Found on the ID badge) 
 
 
   



Website Unlocks:   
 

Enter Operation:  password is hacksaw 
Found in Richard Queensacre’s interview 
 
Update:  password is barbara 
Found on the time card you get from scanning the ID badge 
 
Protocols:  password is 73146 
Obtained from looking at the note found in the glove box of the locked car and the 
Protocols list at the end of the Update document. 
 
   



Matching Suspects with Game 
Characters: 

 
 

Rosedriah=dead nurse (read the Countess’ interview) 
 
Jiron=Markus Kyle (Additional Patient Notes and info the Countess gives ) 
 
Azzomar=Carlton Blaise (Richard Queensacre interview and rating value) 
 
Ifera=Frederic Le Grange (Map/Dry Erase Board ) 
 
Kurkellan=Ronald Emerson (The King in Yellow Puzzle/Refrigerator Magnet Message 
on Case Brief and info on Ronald Emerson ) 
 
Brakor=Mitchell Yardmore (in the suspect info page we are told Mitchell Yardmore 
fixated on the number 80 and Brokors overall rating is 80) 
 
Samazel=Abigail Crowley (Rorschach evaluation  ) 
 
Lyscil, Tharok, Neyrper-not used (see eye chart puzzle)   



The King in Yellow Puzzle 
 

carcosa 
 
   



Strange Black and White Letter 
(gray background) 

 
My character hails from a land of extreme cold.  I've done a bunch of horrible things, 
things I regret, things that landed me here.  But I only did bad things to people who 
deserved it.  I would never kill someone who was trying to do good.   
 
(Read the message backwards or in a mirror) 
   



Session Notes with Le Grange 
 

No one plays with stars 
 
Use the eye chart with session notes from Frederic Le Grange   



Map 
 

Fred corresponds to Erta.  In the interview with The Countess she tells us that Ifera 
hails from the land of Erta.  Thus, Frederic Le Grange is Ifera. 
 
(The white board and the map go together) 
 
   



Eliminating Suspects: 
 

Ronald Emerson:  In Mitchell Yardmore’s drawing he says “When darkness meets a 
golem, so mysterious and solemn...Under blood red skies, they remain closest allies.” 
Rosedriah’s magic ability is the Call of Darkness and Kurkellan (Emerson) is a frost 
price whose magic ability is Ice Golems.  Darkness and Ice are allies which indicates 
that the people those characters represent (nurse and Emerson) are friends.”   
 
Carlton Blaise:  In the interview with Richard Queensacre, he tells you that the person 
with an overall rating of 73 is allies with the Witch Queen and assures you that person 
would never kill her.  Azzomar is the character whose overall rating is 73.  We link 
Blaise to Azzomar because of of the nickname The Valley Falls Observer gave him after 
his killing spree:  The All-Seeing Eye (which, incidentally, is the skill ability for 
Azzomar). 
 
Frederic Le Grange:  From his interview-“Frederic frequently communicates his 
thoughts by writing them down in strange ways, however, it is unclear whether the 
bizarre methods he uses to communicate mirror whatever he is feeling at the moment.” 
Mirror is the key word here and links to the backwards message.  The mirrored message 
reads:  “My character hails from a land of extreme cold.  I've done a bunch of horrible 
things, things I regret, things that landed me here.  But I only did bad things to people 
who deserved it.  I would never kill someone who was trying to do good.”  Because we’ve 
linked Frederic to Ifera with the Map/Dry Erase board and deduce that he wrote the 
backwards message which references a character coming from a land of extreme cold, 
we read his testimony about never killing someone who was trying to do good and 
eliminate him as a suspect.   
 
Mitchell Yardmore:  In the Update section on the Valley Falls Lawn Care website it 
says:  “There is a character in the game called Brakor who only kills men. Women and 
children are off limits because of a moral code that was developed at some point in the 
character’s backstory.”  We are able to link Yardmore to Brakor by the statement in his 
interview notes that says, “Another strange thing about him is his affinity for the 
number 80.”  80 is Brakor’s overall value.   
 



Abigail Crowley:  Protocol unlock on the Valley Falls Lawn Care website says that 
Hacksaw isn’t a woman.  
 
Markus Kyle:  is the killer 
 
   



Final Solution 
 

kylejiron   


